Meeting Minutes 12.15.2011

Attendance: Kendra, Geoff, Lemur, Alex, Rachel, Christine

Space Appeals
- Folk Dance
  - Email intent of “for your information” not actual appeal
- Educational Studies Program
  - Use of storage space vital because if not then will need to throw out and need to repurchase
  - Fine with walker but would rather stay in W20
  - Want D for 423 to B, willing to move to C but potential for large move
  - Current storage 160 sq, categorize as CX and could also decrease space then get offsite storage
- Association of Taiwanese Students
  - Meet tomorrow afternoon with discussion in how to better utilize walker space if cleaned out
  - Would be willing to give up some walker space to keep more space in W20

Group Recognitions
- Electromagneticals
  - New theater group that wants to travel but want them to be unfunded if recognized with note about reservations on funded status for future
  - Do not want any allocated space to them and need to talk to CAC about their ability to reserve space with larger discussion on transparency of CAC and drama groups
  - To be unfunded would not have EMS account so would need approval with SAO, CAC or ASA to reserve space or allow for space booking after other groups have chance first
  - Decision: approve as unfunded
- Yo-yo-ing
  - Worried about ability to meet 50/50
  - Ability to get sponsorship for yo-yo’s although applied as funded and would collaborate with boston club on yo-yo-in
  - Decision: approve as unfunded
- HBV
  - Want to run awareness events on campus with some community outreach such as clinic screening days with cultural components
  - No fundraising ideals currently and working with similar group at Harvard
  - Decision: approve as funded (not for fundraising starting or outreach intentions)
- Gender Fluidity
  - No issue recognizing but question of funding status
  - Would like to see them talk to LGBT office for sponsorship
  - Decision: approve as unfunded (funding through ARCADE as needed)
- Science Counts
  - Talked to ESP, SWE and Amphibious Achievement already
  - Want to teach science to younger students than middle school and would like to do it at school through afterschool programs to get wider range of kids
  - Want report at end of spring with what they did over IAP and Spring with what they did
  - Working with PSC grant money over IAP
  - Decision: approve as unfunded
- Do.it
• Want account for money and ability to book space and already have lots of people on board
  o Decision: approve as unfunded
• MIT Undergraduate Coalition for America (MUCA): political science club
  o Concerns over sustainability/sincerity and repeated application attempts
  o Decision: not approved

Complaints
• Club of Chinese Undergraduate Nationals
  o Concerns over membership definition mismatch between constitution and finboard application over openness of group
  o Decision: tabled pending discussion with admins in DSL
• Mormons
  o Definition in funding application that open to all students but only MIT Mormons have right to vote in elections
  o Next Steps: talk to officers and Dean Randolph